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Supply chain under
one roof
How the EDA is
working with allied trade
associations for members’ benefit
Across the UK, wholesaler distributors are the essential link between
the manufacturers of electrotechnical products and the electricians
and electrical contractors that install
them. And near London’s Tower Hill,
the same supply chain relationships
are reflected in the hub of trade
associations under one roof.
In late 2017, the EDA joined BESA,
BEAMA, GAMBICA, CESA, ECA,
and Voltimum at Rotherwick House.
The EDA has always worked collaboratively with its association partners, but being in the same building
means it’s much easier to share ideas
and launch initiatives. We also work
closely with associations beyond
Rotherwick House, such as SELECT,
Scotland’s electrical trade association, the Lighting Industry Association and the British Cables Association/Approved Cables Initiative.

Working together for you

From the
boardroom

 AMA presented in Belfast on
BE
Electrical safety improvements:
setting out the impact and opportunity for the wholesaler.
l	ECA presented in Nottinghamshire and Bedfordshire on 18th
Edition Wiring Regulations: what’s
changed and what’s the impact on
the wholesaler?
Download the Forum presentations at www.eda.org.uk.
l

Training
The EDA’s 12-module distance
learning Product Knowledge Programme (see pages 4 and 5) was
developed with the expertise and
support of our manufacturer affiliates, members and colleagues at
BEAMA and GAMBICA.
ETIM-UK
ETIM-UK is an EDA-led initiative
to help digitise the UK’s electrotechnical sector. An Advisory Board
facilitates understanding and communication of ETIM at all levels of
the supply chain. The Board includes
representatives from BEAMA, BESA,
BCA, ECA, the LIA and SELECT.

Light + Building 2018
In March, representatives from the
ECA and SELECT joined the EDAled delegation to Light + Building,
Frankfurt’s global lighting fair.
The focus of collaboration between
your trade associations is to add value
to your business. If you have suggestions on how you’d like to see that collaboration evolve, we’d be delighted to
hear from you. Email info@eda.org.uk.

Forums
Presenting at our 2018 Regional
Business Forums:

▼

Serving the manufacturer/
service provider

Serving the wholesaler/
distributor

EDA
The trade association for electrical wholesale distributors in
the UK.
www.eda.org.uk
CEO: Margaret Fitzsimons

BEAMA
For manufacturers of electrical
infrastructure products. 23 EDA
affiliates are BEAMA members.
www.beama.org.uk
CEO: Dr Howard Porter

▼

Links in the chain – who’s who at Rotherwick House?
Serving the electrician or
contractor

ECA
A driving force in the electrical
engineering and building services
industry.
www.eca.co.uk
Group CEO: Steve Bratt
BESA
The Building Engineering Services
Association, representing engineering service contractors.
www.thebesa.com
CEO: David Frise

GAMBICA
For the instrumentation, control,
automation and laboratory technology industries in the UK.
www.gambica.org.uk
CEO: Steve Bramley

I joined the EDA Board as the
IBA representative in March
2017, just after our IBA members joined the Association on
1 January 2017.
Membership of the EDA helps
raise the profile of your business
in the sector, and creates opportunities to strengthen trading
relationships. For business ownermanagers, like me, it can be difficult to step away from the business to look at the big picture,
but I would encourage you to do
so.The EDA’s annual programme
of Regional Business Forums
offers topical presentations and
discussions designed to build
business for the wholesaler.
The EDA’s Training and
Apprenticeship Programme, inc
luding the newly launched EDA
Product Knowledge Modules,
helps businesses address recruitment, retention, training and
development – and succession
planning. Do you know who is
following in your footsteps?
I have been made very welcome by EDA Board and team.
I am enjoying the networking
opportunities and engaging with
peers on many industry situations and subjects.
As a sector, we look forward
to meeting industry opportunities and its challenges. Having the
EDA in our corner along the way
is an added bonus.

Dave Huggin
EDA Board of Management
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Association announces its engagement champions
Not every EDA
member or affiliate
makes the most of
the host of benefits
available to them
when they join the
Association. So the
wholesalers and
manufacturers that
are most engaged are
rewarded at the EDA’s
annual Summer Event

The businesses that have made the
most of their EDA benefits in 2017
were revealed in front of more than
150 senior wholesalers and manufacturers who gathered for a day of
networking and ideas exchange at
the annual EDA Summer Event on
the Thames riverboat Dixie Queen.
Stearn Electric Company Ltd was
named the most engaged wholesaler, with Prysmian Cables & Systems Ltd, Deta Electrical Company
Ltd and Gewiss UK Ltd sharing the
prize for the most engaged affiliates.
‘Actively engaging with your Association will unlock business opportunities and member and affiliate
engagement is a key performance
indicator for us,’ said EDA CEO
Margaret Fitzsimons.
‘It’s why we track and rank how
actively our members and affiliates use their EDA benefits. From
attending Forums to subscribing to
our training and apprenticeships service, our points system gives every
member and affiliate an engagement
score, revealing our top performers.
‘Members can find out how we
measure engagement by giving us a
call or visiting our website.’

Presentations

Alongside the engagement celebrations, guests heard concise presenta-

tions from three sector leaders who
shared their messages for the year
ahead.
Peter Smeeth, Director of the
Approved Cables Initiative (ACI)
and Secretary General of the British Cables Association (BCA), spoke
first. ‘The ACI is the only cable
market surveillance company in
the EU, and wholesalers can assist
in cleaning up the cable market by
telling us if they suspect a product is
non-compliant.
‘We urge you to order from trusted manufacturers and not to put
profit before reputation,” he added.
Steve Davies, CEO at the Lighting Industry Association, said in his
presentation: ‘The LIA continues to
put product safety, performance and
quality at its heart. That’s why only
two out of 20 manufacturers who
apply for LIA membership meet the
standards we set and earn the right
to use the LIA brand.’
On behalf of BEAMA, Terry Rowbury, Member Services Director,
said: ‘BEAMA is calling for increased
co-operation between the supply
chain associations, and we’ve already
had board-to-board discussions
with the EDA on a wide range of
subjects, but particularly the key
themes of digitisation, connectivity,
and interoperability.’

The Stearn winners:
Charlie Lacey, MD
at Stearn Electric
Company Ltd; Simon
Barkes, President of
the EDA and MD
at BEMCO; Fraser
Ballantyne, Commercial Manager;
and Andrew Smith,
National Account
Manager and EDA
Education & Training
Ambassador.
The Affiliate winners:
Gerry Barnett, MD
at Deta Electrical
Company Ltd; Gary
Humphreys UK Sales
Manager at Gewiss
UK Ltd; Simon
Barkes, President of
the EDA and MD
at BEMCO; Peter
Smeeth, Director
of the ACI and
Secretary General
of the BCA, collecting the engagement
award on behalf of
Prysmian Cables and
Systems Ltd.

As the UK’s national association for
wholesalers and distributors, the
EDA is a member of the European
Union of Electrical Wholesalers
(EUEW).
This Association of Associations,
which was founded in 1955, is a
16-nation organisation that represents the interests of the electrical
wholesaling sector all over the continent.
Throughout the 16 nations, the
EUEW represents:
l	1,050 companies,
l	more than 8,250 outlets,
l	103,000 employees, and
l	just over €40 billion in turnover.

Cable marking

With the support of its members,
with whom EUEW has a mutually
2
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To read the EUEW’s Official
Position and to share your
views, visit www.eda.org.uk and
follow the links to the news
section where you’ll find our
short online form.
You can alsogo straight to the
news story using the following
link:
https://tinyurl.com/euew-cable

David Lorrison, Head of ETIM-UK at
the EDA, brings us up to speed on
the latest ETIM-UK developments,
saying: ‘I’m pulling together working
groups to tackle the translations for
the UK market. In most cases this
requires more than one meeting to
refine the work.
‘To date we have tackled the
translations for 51 product groups,
with a further 36 to review. That
means 70 per cent of the product

translation groups are in progress.’
‘In addition to the translation
work, the EDA is providing oneto-one support for our members
and affiliates. We’re getting a lot
of enquiries about PIM systems in
particular.
‘I am also working to strengthen
relationships with our fellow trade
associations – including BEAMA,
BESA and the ECA – to ensure that
ETIM-UK plays its part alongside
BIM in discussions surrounding the
government’s “Digital Built Britain”
initiative.’
Digital Built Britain seeks to digitise the entire life cycle of the UK’s
built assets.

Seven ETIM-UK classifications now
available from ETIM International
1 Cables
2 Cable Management and Accessories
3 Lighting
4 Wiring Accessories – Switches
5 Wiring Accessories – Earthing/Surge Protection
6	Switchgear and Distribution Equipment – Meters, Panels
and Distribution Boards
7 Instrumentation, Meters & Test Equipment
To use the ETIM-UK model for your products, contact David Lorrison
on 020 3141 7350, or email david.lorrison@eda.org.uk for a login
and password.

EUEW: how the EDA represents your interests in Europe
beneficial co-operation, the EUEW
is currently undertaking several
actions at European level.
Its most recent action is the Official Position of 16 July 2018 on the
Construction Products Directive,
specifically the marking of cable
products rather than just the drum
or reel. This Official Position has
been shared with the European
Commission and Europacable, one
of the major stakeholders influencing further amendments to this
directive. The EUEW would also like
your feedback on this issue.

seventy per cent of ETIM-UK
translation groups in progress

Diary dates for
EDA members
and affiliates
Tuesday 2 - Friday
5 October 2018
Scottish Function
This event brings together
senior figures from the industry
for a programme of networking
opportunities at the world
famous Gleneagles & Co Hotel
in Scotland.
Call Margaret Fitzsimons
on 020 3141 7350
Wednesday 14 November 2018
(afternoon and evening)
EDA Regional Business Forum
This Forum is held alongside
the popular lighting exhibition
LuxLive 2018, at the ExCeL,
London. Join us after the Forum
for an EDA drinks reception on
the LIA stand.
Book your place at
www.eda.org.uk
Thursday 7 March 2019
EDA Annual Awards Dinner
2019
At the InterContinental Hotel,
Park Lane, London.
Call Maeve O’Dea on
0117 909 9550
Thursday 9 - Saturday
11 May 2019
64th EUEW General
Convention, Brussels, Belgium

HVAC experts set the ETIM-UK pace

Join us at the 64th EUEW Gene ral Convention
Members committed to growing
their business in Europe should
not miss this event.
At Dolce la Hulpe, Sonian
Forest, near Brussels.
Call Margaret Fitzsimons
on 020 3141 7350

the Royal Museums of Fine Arts of
Belgium (left).
To register your interest in joining the
EDA’s EUEW delegation in 2019,
contact Margaret Fitzsimons, CEO at
the EDA, on 020 3141 7350 or visit
us online at www.eda.org.uk and follow
the links to our events section.

Thursday 4 July 2019
EDA Summer Event 2019
The popular Thames trip on the
Dixie Queen
Call Margaret Fitzsimons on
020 3141 7350

If you are a senior leader with business interests in Europe, please join
the EDA delegation to the 2019
General Convention in Brussels,
Belgium.
The event takes place from
Thursday 9 May to Saturday 11
May. You’ll have the opportunity
to network with business leaders

EDA, Rotherwick House, 3 Thomas More Street, London E1W 1YZ

from across Europe and hear a programme of high-profile speakers
giving their insights into some of the
hottest topics in our sector.
The venue for this exclusive event
is the Dolce la Hulpe, in the heart of
the Sonian Forest. The Grand Finale
Dinner on Friday 10 May is held
among the impressive art works in
Issue 15

Back row (l-r): David Lorrison, Head of ETIM-UK at the EDA; Jenny
Smith, Marketing Manager,Volution Ventilation (Vent-Axia); Richard
Paine, Product and Marketing Director,Volution Ventilation (Vent-Axia);
Christian Hadley, Head of Product Marketing, Glen Dimplex Heating &
Ventilation. Front row (l-r): From Zehnder Group UK Ltd Alexa Stubbs,
PBU Senior Product Manager, and Chris Walley, Master Data Manager.
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There is a calendar of all electrical
sector events in 2018 inside the
front and back covers of the EDA’s
Key Contact Directory
For the latest events, visit the EDA
online at www.eda.org.uk and
follow the links from the homepage.

www.eda.org.uk
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Boost your team’s sales performance with Product Knowledge Modules
The EDA’s 12 Product
Knowledge Modules are
designed to help you lock in
your customer relationships
with sparkling product knowhow that helps your business
stand out from the crowd.

Advice online or
over the phone
For more information about the EDA Product
Knowledge Modules visit www.eda.org.uk.
There’s an online enquiry form, or contact Rose
Jerez-O’Flaherty, our Training and Apprenticeships
Programme Co-ordinator, at the EDA head office.

020 3141 7350
training@eda.org.uk

These two-part distance-learning modules, comprising a hard copy textbook and a digitally fillable
End of Module Assessment (EMA), have been
developed exclusively for EDA members and
affiliates by product experts in partnership with
the Institution of Engineering and Technology.
They are designed to keep your team up-tospeed with the multitude of hi-tech products on
the market and boost their confidence and credibility with customers.
This 12-Module programme has achieved City
& Guilds accredited programme status:
For 10 of the 12 modules, a Working Group of
industry experts from
our affiliate memOrder online
bers and allied trade
today
associations
was
formed. Each Group
www.eda.org.uk
was chaired by an
EDA member, and
identified the key topics
for each training module.

Andrew Johnson
Chair of the Distribution,
Switchgear and Protection
Working Group – MD at LEW
Electrical Wholesalers and EDA
Board Member

Alan Reynolds, FinstSMM
Chair of the Lighting Working
Groups – CEO at Fegime UK
and EDA Education & Training
Ambassador

It was a pleasure to assist with the
Distribution, Switchgear and Protection module to support the next
generation of electrical wholesalers
in their product knowledge and
career development.

Looking back over the work we did
to develop the lighting modules, I am
really proud to have been involved.
Lighting is a fast-changing market,
probably the fastest-changing of all
sectors, hence the vital need to keep
up-to-date with technology.

Tailor the product knowledge training to suit your team
With 9 out of 12 Modules available for study now, you can mix and match the modules according to your team’s needs.
Coming soon: Cable & Cable Management (October 2018), Customer Services (November 2018), IT and Data Infrastructure (Spring 2019).
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Crawford Flint
Chair of the Wiring Devices
and Controls Working
Group – Head of Learning &
Development, Rexel UK and
EDA Education & Training
Ambassador

It is clear that the difference
between successful companies and
those that fall by the wayside is the
quality of the staff.
Of particular importance in
electrical wholesaling is ensuring all
customer-facing staff have a basic
understanding of the products they
sell. The Product Knowledge Programme aims to do precisely that.

I was honoured to be asked by the
EDA to chair the working group for
the Wiring Devices and Controls
Module. Having studied a similar
programme myself some 30 years
ago, I know how important they
can be in the development of the
people working in our industry.

www.eda.org.uk

.

Paul Jenner
Chair of the Industrial Controls
Working Group – COO at
The IBA and EDA Education &
Training Ambassador

Issue 15
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Manufacturer news
Extend your shop lighting opportunities

Ledvance has lighting needs covered with
its new and extensive portfolio of modern luminaires. These suit everything from small boutiques
to large supermarkets – and from accent lighting

to uniform aisle and shelving illumination.
With three housing sizes, the new compact
Tracklight Spot family meets architects’ and
shop-fitters’ needs for inconspicuous spotlights
that can be tilted and swivelled to highlight almost
any area.
The new Downlight Comfort luminaires enable
the desired colour temperature to be chosen,
easily changing the ambience.
The new and highly versatile Spot Vario can be
used with the luminaire head fully recessed for
a classic downlight, or extended as a wallwasher.
The Spot Multi – also new – can be adjusted in
any direction, providing flexibility when room layouts are changed.
Finally, a new, sleek and easy-to-install trunking,
TruSys, offers uniform illumination for merchandise shelving and aisles as continuous or intermittent light lines.
www.ledvance.co.uk

Save energy with smarter
electric heating
Atlantic Heat’s new Agilia IO from Ideal Boilers is a compact, smart electric radiator that can
save energy.
This stylish radiator – in a range of sizes – features a double heating element with an aluminium
front film and heating element. This brings immediate and homogenous heat diffusion for ideal
comfort.
These easy-to-install units are also user friendly
because a digital screen shows temperature,
active mode and energy consumption to help
responsible use. An Anti-Staining Process (ASP)
helps reduce wall and equipment staining.

Furthermore, the Agilia IO has innovative
Smart Pilot and Cozytouch functions. The former
is an integrated program that adjusts to users’ life
rhythms. Containing a presence/absence sensor
and an open window detector, this will adjust
to a more appropriate setting for energy efficiency. The latter allows real-time monitoring and
remote control via a smartphone or tablet.
Importantly, Agilia IO is ready for the incoming
ErP regulation on electric heating products.
www.idealboilers.com
6
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A selection of the latest news and products from the EDA’s
affiliated members. We urge our EDA wholesalers to support them

Trench Ltd, a UK subsidiary of the OBO Bettermann Group, is to further invest in its Oldbury
manufacturing plant. The past two years has seen
the organisation undergo a programme of continual improvement, growth and investment.
The latest improvements have been led by a
new Technical Department headed by two new
appointments to the business: Technical Manager
Darren Evans and Senior CAD Designer David
Ravenhill.
Dean Price, Trench Sales Director, who has
worked with both, said: ‘They are important additions to the Trench family. With over 50 years’
experience between them, they bring a wealth of
product knowledge and design.’
Further significant investments have been made
in new machinery, plus the latest Radan software,
as well as a 3D Solid Works modelling package, at
the Oldbury Plant.
All this will serve to increase manufacturing
capacity, provide continuous excellence in product
quality and efficiency, as well as developing new
product ranges in the near future.
www.trenchltd.com

A major focal point for Venture Lighting’s
development this year has been its main industrial
and commercial ranges.

Bulkhead
testing
made easy

A new BELL Lighting product is said to be at
the forefront of reducing light pollution.
The inappropriate or excessive use of artificial
light, causing light pollution, can have serious environmental consequences.
Much outdoor lighting is inefficient, overly
bright, poorly targeted, improperly shielded and
often unnecessary.
Bell’s Skyline Elite Asymmetric Floodlights minimise light pollution and meet the strict requirements for sports and area lighting applications.
Designed to control obtrusive light, precision
lensing ensures a tight beam pattern, reducing
spilled upwards light and directing light only
where needed.
www.belllighting.co.uk

Cable support meets
18th Edition
Trench invests for the
future in Oldbury

Taking industrial/commercial lighting further

LED flood promises to
cut light pollution

Termination Technology says it distributes the only 18th Edition-compliant, patented
single-component, fire-resistant metal fixing that
uses no plastic components. It is also said to be
three times faster to install than traditional products.
The newly released Wiring Regulations – BS
7671 (2018) – will affect cable supports. The regulation is not new; it previously only applied to
cable supports for fire alarm cabling and cables
in escape routes. But any type of cable installed
in any building after 31 December 2018 must not
rely solely on non-metallic clips or ties for support.
Plastic components are not recommended for
securing cables, especially as a BRE report concludes that plastic fails at 300ºC when firefighters
may still be in a building.
This autumn, more products for single or multiple round cables up to 25mm OD conduits,
trunking and T&E cabling will be launched.
www.termtech.co.uk

EDA, Rotherwick House, 3 Thomas More Street, London E1W 1YZ
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Channel Safety’s Meteor Maxi LED bulkhead
offers significant savings on maintenance costs by
simplifying testing via innovative remote control.
Suitable for internal and external use, this virtually maintenance-free fitting provides a high light
output with three-hour emergency backup. It is
said to ‘massively’ simplify testing by saving time
on maintenance and any inconvenience related to
manual testing.
Testing can be carried out without disruption to lighting or high-traffic areas – unlike with
manual testing. It also provides easy pass/fail confirmation, while a universal remote control, which
can be used on multiple units, allows easy testing
for monthly flash test, as well as the full three-hour
annual test, so a wired test switch is not needed.
The remote control unit is common to the
company’s Meteor Maxi and Alpine exit signs, and
will also be available soon for the Twinspot and
selected downlights.
www.channelsafety.co.uk

Versatility in LED
downlighting to the max
New from Integral LED is its 18W 3000/4000K
Multi-Fit downlight, the first of the next wave of
LED units aspiring to be the most versatile.
The attractive, ultra-thin Multi-Fit is a universal
light that fits almost every size of ceiling cutouts
likely to be encountered, from 65 to 205mm. This
effectively provides a ‘one-product-fits-all’ solution
for residential and workplace projects.

This has led to a new LED Highbay, the Hyskeir.
This luminaire is a premium high-efficiency,
low-maintenance product designed to mimic the
classic highbay style.
With its robust construction and long life, the
Hyskeir Highbay is suitable for demanding industrial applications. The Elite variant works at temperatures of 65˚C.
This versatile LED luminaire features a
120-degree beam angle, plus optical accessories
for 60 and 90-degree distribution.
Also new is the LED Midibay Edge for warehouse and industrial applications. Featuring a
streamlined design with improved efficacy, it uses
the Samsung 301B chip, which is the leading midpower LED. It is also available with an optional
90-degree diffusing prism.
Both products are available with Casambi and
standalone sensor options and have the flexibility
of Pro and Elite options.
www.venturelightingeurope.com

App control for this quick-fit DALI starter kit
New from B.E.G. is one of the simplest singleroom DALI scene solutions. Ideal for small offices
and meeting rooms, and easily controlled via
the firm’s Bluetooth device app, the DALI Link
Starterset includes all parts needed to control
and set DALI-enabled lighting scenes.
It includes the highly flat B.E.G. PD11 flush fitting (less than 1mm thick) occupancy multi-sensor,
a four-way pushbutton interface to access lighting
scenes, and the DALI power supply.
The barely visible PD11 detects room brightness and movement up to 9m away, while the
Bluetooth enabled pushbutton interface combines with a suitable retractable switch or scene
plate for simple programming using a smartphone
or tablet.

B.E.G.’s app lets installers securely and intuitively
commission the pack. Furthermore, levels can be
automatically queried and displayed.
End users can activate pre-set scenes, with up
to 16 scenarios pre-installed – or create their own.
www.beg-luxomat.com

Emergency lighting
is highly versatile

Furthermore, downlights can be replaced on
a maintenance cycle, especially where various
cutouts exist across a ceiling.
The core is an innovative configurable bracketand-clip system that enables one fixture to span –
and securely attach to – a wide range of apertures within plasterboard or suspended ceilings.
Removing the clips allows surface mounting.
Usefully, diffuser, light source and control gear
are fitted below the ceiling line, which avoids the
provisions regarding use of TPa or TPb as stated
in Building Regulations Section 3.11.
www.integral-led.com
Issue 15

GreenBrook Electrical’s stylish new
Phoenix range of emergency lighting offers indoor,
outdoor, maintained and non-maintained fittings
in various styles including hanging signs, bulkheads,
downlights, twin spots and anti-corrosive types.
These easy-to-install products can be wall
or ceiling-mounted, or semi-recessed. Also within
this range is a new IP65 polycarbonate fitting that
is link changeable to maintained or non-maintained.
Complete with vinyl self-adhesive legends; it has
a facility for remote switching and offers a hinged
gear tray for easy inspection.
With integral battery protection and a charge
indicator, this fitting provides emergency operation for a minimum of three hours.
www.greenbrook.co.uk

EDA, Rotherwick House, 3 Thomas More Street, London E1W 1YZ
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Sector news
EU wants more
powers to trace
counterfeit kit
Underfunding, restrictions around
national boundaries, and the surge
in e-commerce are all factors hampering efforts to stem the increasing
volume of illegal and non-compliant
products hitting the market, says the
EU in their latest report.

Andrew Evans, Technical Director
at GAMBICA sets out the issue:
‘The increasing number of illegal and
non-compliant products on the market distorts competition and puts
consumers at risk. Many suppliers
disregard the rules either through
lack of knowledge or intentionally to
gain a competitive advantage.
‘Greater deterrents are needed,
yet market surveillance authorities
are often underfunded and constrained by national boundaries.
Businesses are often active both
within the EU and worldwide, and
modern supply chains are evolving
rapidly. With e-commerce in particular, market surveillance authorities have great difficulty tracing
non-compliant products imported into the Union and identifying the responsible entity within
their jurisdiction.’

18th Edition Product
Guides from BEAMA
Documents are aligned with the latest regulations
and will be very useful for wholesalers’ customers
To align with the
July publication of
the 18th Edition
Wiring
Regulations, BEAMA has
launched a series
of Product Guides
to provide technical application
information for arc fault detection
devices (AFDDs), surge protection
devices (SPDs) and residual current
devices (RCDs).
The guides are available to download on the BEAMA website.
The RCD Handbook: BEAMA
Guide to the selection and application of residual current devices gives
specifiers, installers and end users
clear guidance on the selection and
application of the wide range of
RCDs now available. It details the
specific applications of Types AC,
A, F and B RCDs, which are now
recognised in the 18th edition. Guid-

LIA announces new courses
The LIA has represented and supported the Lighting Industry since
1905 and has seen vast changes in the industry over that time, but
none as far-reaching as those of the last 5 to 10 years.
To support this much-changed industry, the LIA has been working
hard to become a vibrant and forward-thinking trade association, and
opened the Lighting Industry Academy two years ago. Last year, the
LIA partnered with the University of South Wales to introduce HNC
and HND in Lighting Design and Technology.
The academy has added two new courses – ‘An Introduction to
Lighting’ for a definitive overview of the lighting industry and ‘Practical
Course in Luminaire Testing to IEC/EN 60598’ to teach the testing
process for domestic and commercial luminaires.
Also, the academy has fully redeveloped its Advanced Certificate
Courses – the next step after completing the LIA Certificate course.
www.thelia.org.uk/training-academy

.

BESA conference,
awards and dinner
The 2018 BESA Conference, which is
open to members and non-members,
is on Thursday 1 November 2018 at
the Park Plaza Victoria, London. Tickets start at £85 for non-members
and you can book online.
This year’s Conference features
high-profile sessions on commercial
issues including: implications of the
Hackitt Review, the impact of Brexit,
‘meet the buyer’ events and discussions on mental health and diversity.
The focus is on key changes facing
the sector. The seminar programme
includes sessions on key technical
topics including refrigeration, ductwork, ventilation, hygiene, indoor air
quality and HIUs.
The BESA National Awards 2018
are presented at a post-Conference
gala dinner. It’s where the Association celebrates the achievements
of exceptional individuals and companies in the sector.
Visit the BESA Conference website (URL below) for tickets and
sponsorship opportunities.

The Building Engineering Services
Association (BESA) is the UK’s leading trade organisation for building
engineering services contractors –
representing the interests of firms
active in the design, installation, commissioning, maintenance, control and
management of engineering systems
and services in buildings (formerly the
HVCA).
www.thebesaconference.com

GAMBICA, the UK’s association for
instrumentation, control, automation
and laboratory technology, represents manufacturers at the European
Commission through the European
association, Orgalime. GAMBICA is
based at Rotherwick House alongside
the EDA.
www.gambica.org.uk
Editor: Richard Simmonds
richard.simmonds@eda.org.uk

ance is also given
on the installation
and maintenance
of RCDs.
BEAMA Guide to
Arc Fault Detection
Devices (AFDD).
Arc Fault Detection Device represent a new category of additional
protection against fire caused by
arc faults in AC final circuits. The
18th Edition recommends the use
of AFDDs for certain applications.
The BEAMA guide provides detailed
technical information and application guidance.
BEAMA Guide to Surge Protection
Devices (SPDs). SPDs are already
incorporated in the current regulations however requirements have
been expanded in the 18th Edition.
Contact chris.pack@beama.org.uk
for more information.
www.beama.org.uk

Editor: James Hunt
james.hunt@eda.org.uk
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